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Welcome to e‐word!
e‐word is a concept learning
centre open for everyone who
wants to learn, who searches
for new ideas, wishes to meet
creative people and in that way
contributes to the world around
us. The idea of this learning
centre is providing the best
possible quality of education,
pleasant and private
atmosphere, exchange of
knowledge. Our main goal is to
give the atmosphere in which
everyone feels free to explore,
discover and advance. Our
team is there to offer a unique
experience of learning in a way
that is most efficient. We are all
different, some learn better by
listening, some are visual types,
some like to read… As such, we
are all individuals in a group –
we think in a unique way, but
work best together,
in a constant exchange of ideas.
Our approach is not only in
teaching, but it is also about
connecting with each student,
listening to how each student
learns forming an individual
approach and paying special
attention to details. All that
makes us a boutique school, a
place for discovering
knowledge.
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AUTHOR'S NOTE

Ivana Marinković
Dear Serbian language learners,
I would like to thank you for embarking on a journey of learning a new language and with it the history, culture, and
customs of Serbia.
SUPER BRAVO was named by my students who found it interesting that I tried to encourage them by frequently using
these two words. These two words are also in Serbian language vocabulary and are quite frequently used. Thank you
students!
The idea of writing a Serbian language textbook was born in 2010, after a couple of years of teaching Serbian as a
second language. It was very hard to find any material to teach absolute beginners and not to jump directly into deep
waters. After some time, I realised that I had a lot of learning material scattered around my computer which I could put
together in a modest booklet. In 2012, Serbian Language for Complete Beginners came to life. My colleagues and I have
used the booklet since 2012 successfully as a very reliable base for further teaching at the beginner's level.
SUPER BRAVO is now a more advanced edition with many more activities, more topics, and learning materials, both in a
class and as a self‐study aid. Also, this time, instead of audio, the book is supported by video lessons.
The method of teaching used in this textbook is far from traditional. It is our goal to present new knowledge in a creative
and visually stimulating way. I believe that people learn the best when really exposed to a language. Therefore, at the
core of SUPER BRAVO teaching strategy are games, dialogues, visual associations and practical language.
SUPER BRAVO is a unique textbook for another reason ‐ you may choose one or both Serbian language scripts as the
book is written in both scripts side by side. Also, every single word, sentence, page... is translated into English, right next
to the Serbian language page. Students do not need a notebook as there is also space for notes. The reason for having
such a structure is the wish for students to have everything in one place, structured chunks of information, structured
thoughts that make room for a creative and practical use of language. I believe that if knowledge is organised, we can
use it freely and creatively.
So, have fun, relax, enjoy, and the book will lead you.
SUPER BRAVO!
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КАЛИБРАЦИЈА
KALIBRACIJA

CALIBRATION
The Serbian language belongs to the Indo‐European language
family, South Slavic group. The same language, with different
dialects, is spoken in Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, and Serbia. In philological circles, the language is called
Serbo‐Croatian.
Around 16 million people have the Serbian language for their
mother tongue, ranking it as the 55th language in the world.
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SERBIAN
IN
NUMBERS
2 Scripts
55 Top ranking

world's most
common
language

1 letter = 1 sound
5 Vowels
30 Letters
25 Consonants
16 Million speakers
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